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Abstract
Rationale: In the article, the authors present the relevance of the frequently neglected UN and World
Medical Association standard for the documentation of torture related injuries, the Istanbul protocol.
Objectives: We aim at summarising the relevant key aspects of this important standard for
surgeons in preserving evidence and fulfilling their ethical obligations as medical doctors. We find
the instrument clear and relevant and highlight the need of an interdisciplinary approach in the
documentation and prevention of torture.
Conclusions: The Istanbul protocol is an important standard that should be known and used in clinical
practice whenever confronted with possible or alleged sequels to torture an can also improve the
understanding of often underrated forensic procedures and the possible contribution of their field
for surgeons and other health professionals, not only for forensic experts.
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In spite of the absolute and comprehensive
prohibition against torture, as outlined for
example in the UN Convention against Torture
and Inhuman and Degrading Treatment [1,2],
and corresponding frameworks in international
humanitarian and human rights law, including
that of the EU [3], torture, with its severe
immediate and long-lasting consequences, is
unfortunately still a common practice in many
countries [4]. Medical doctors have not only an
obligation not to participate in torture in any
capacity, but also to stop the practice and report
on torture and document possible injuries and
health results of torture [5,6], as underlined
as professional standard for example in the
World Medical Association (WMA) hand book
on ethics (https://www.wma.net/what-we-do/
education/medical-ethics-manual/). This can
lead to conflicts especially in “doctors at risk”
to participate in or hide torture in prisons or
police stations, especially if they are employed
by governmental agencies [7-9]. Compliance with
ethical standards might require courage and
international support for medical doctors who
are threatened with sanctions when they comply
with the above ethical standards. Especially
doctors in prisons and other places of detention
including asylum related detention places should
be made aware of this obligations [10], that cannot
be suspended with any justification such as for
example in case of “[11,12] national emergencies”
or the so called “war against torture” [7,13]. The
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special UN guidelines for conditions in prisons- the
Minimum Standard Guidelines for the Treatment
of Prisoners (Mandela Rules, A/RES/70/175), and
for female prisoners, the “Bangkok rules” [14]
should further be considered in this context. The
prosecution of doctors who violate this principles
and the protection of those participating in the
fight against torture even at personal risk must in
this context be seen as insufficiently implemented.
The arrest of even medical doctors active in
disaster medicine in countries like Iran during
international medical conferences underlines the
insufficient protection mechanisms for medical
doctors in spite of the immediate reactions of the
World Medical Association (https://www.wma.
net/news-post/wma-urges-iran-to-stop-denyingmedical-care-to-prisoners/).
The United Nations have published further
standards that should be used by health care
professionals in this context, and are expressively
supported by the WMA, World Psychiatric
Association and other professional umbrella
organisations. A) The Minnesota protocol
(UN Manual on the Effective Prevention and
Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary and
Summary Executions [15]) is the framework for the
examination of deaths suspicious of being due to
torture or other human rights’ violations, while B),
the recently updated “Istanbul Protocol” [16-20]
guides the documentation of suspicious injuries,
the writing of records, and the obligatory process
of conducting an independent, immediate and
effective investigation. An effective independent
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investigation based on good forensic evidence can contribute under
good circumstances to an immediate stop to further abuse and
a court case against the perpetrators, though in countries where
the rule of law has broken down or is circumvented, such medical
evidence can only be used by international courts of in the new
process of Universal Jurisdiction, when the general prosecutor in
a third country starts an investigation to indict perpetrators in the
country where torture has been used (Figure 1).

I

Relevant Legal Standards

II

Relevant Ethical (including medical ethical) Standards

III

Legal Investigation of Torture

IV

General considerations for interviews

V

Physical Evidence of Torture

VI

Psychological Evidence of Torture
Annexes

Table 1: Structure of the Istanbul Protocol
(https://www.ohchr.org/documents/publications/training8rev1en.pdf).

Figure 1: Use of medical expertise in documenting torture.
As physical torture frequently leads to severe injuries to joints,
tissue and bones, surgeons are important in the correct and rapid
documentation of these injuries [21]. This must be seen as securing
evidence, as many traces will vanish or change appearance with time,
so fresh injuries properly documented can play a decisive role in the
fight against torture and any later investigation or future court case.
The basic documentation of (fresh) injuries by any competent person
(in some cases even by lay persons) can be crucial for a later more
comprehensive forensic report [22].
While the use of torture and similar extreme human rights’ violations
is most commonly associated with dictatorships and civil war areas
such as Syria [23-25] or Iran [26-28], it also is reported though in
much rarer instances in other like European countries [29], Australia
[30], or the US [31]. Further, injuries related to torture or other acts
of persecution or to war can be an important element of proof of
persecution relevant for a claim of protection in asylum cases [22,33].
The Istanbul protocol should therefore be part of all medical primary
education and of life-long learning and a number of international,
especially of EU projects have been implemented to raise awareness
and increase the knowledge of the protocol [17]. While the principle
guidelines of the IP can be seen as Universal, specific knowledge
of regional practices of torture, like the “German chair” leading to
damage to joints by overstretching and fractures or falanga [34,35],
(beatings to the soles of the feet with destruction of plantar tissue and
characteristic long term sequels) might be helpful or even essential to
recognise specific forms of torture.
In these cases, basic descriptive, radio imaging and photographic
documentation might play an even more important role. Specific
injuries are also caused by application of tasers or other forms of
electrical torture and should not be overlooked [36,37]. Chronic pain
after torture is common and requires comprehensive interdisciplinary
assessment and treatment [38-40].
Bone scintigraphy has been reported to be especially efficient in
recognising and documenting blunt bone injuries after torture
[41,42], as also in child abuse and should be considered [43], especially
if injuries are related to reported torture that was afflicted not longer
than a about decade ago (Table 1).
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In this context, it is important to keep in mind, that a negative finding
must not disprove details in reports of alleged torture, especially as
memory can be unreliable due to factors like disorientation during
torture, blunt brain injury, (posttraumatic) stress related disorder, or
other disorders leading to impaired memory and concentration like
also for example diabetes [17,44,45]. Further it must be considered,
that in some countries, especially those where torture is still
effectively sanctioned or officially discouraged, torturers increasingly
try to use methods that lead no clear physical traces [4]. This aspect
also underlines the importance of a comprehensive interdisciplinary
examination that always must include a mental health examination
[4]. Mental health sequels to torture are as relevant as physical
injuries, especially as they are as part of the evidence, common,
long lasting, and also influence the ability to describe alleged torture
and medical history in general, and are especially relevant in later,
delayed examination [4]. They have to include culture specific aspects
[17,46]. The rapid and “as detailed as possible” physical examination
by the surgeon in turn is crucial to preserve the evidence of injuries
healing and changing their appearance over time and should be
accompanied by photographic documentation [47]. In this context,
a simple photographic series, even with a good cell phone camera,
is better than no such document. Standard approaches in taking
forensically useful pictures underline the importance of a basic
strategy that improves documentary evidence significantly: a) start
with an overview of the whole body region or body, before taking
in-detail pictures, b) use a forensic or even simple ruler with colour
comparison element, c) ensure integration with report and findings
(which injury was done by whom? how? when?). In prison visits,
possible tools used in torture should, if possible, be identified and
documented.

Conclusions
Medical doctors and especially surgeons play an important role in
the recognition, reporting and documentation of injuries suspicious
of torture and similar human rights violations and therefore in the
fight against torture. Institutional or other pressure against drawing
attention to torture or refusing any form of participation might create
difficult situations, but must be balanced against medical professional
ethics that clearly defines the role of professionals in this context.
The UN Istanbul and Minnesota protocols give clear frameworks of
reference to guide not only forensic experts, but all medical doctors
and provide an interdisciplinary framework in this context.
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